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High Power Josephson Effect Sources

Final report on contract # F1962890K0033

Thlt gorids of this contract were the development and demonstration of the
technoloigles n1,edle( for slbuijlillimeter wave sources. based on arrayr of .Josephson

;iaictions. with power levels above one milliwatt. As a demonstration of this technology

it wa-- planned to) build It source with about 100 pX% of power. These goals required
s(1%*Vrial advanxces 1i i fbrication1 techinology aiid dlesignl concepts.

[l ~vh power rwquires that 1wi 1. 4f the Pnuct ions have a value of tells of
1111 lilallips. Ahievi ug this while keeping the j un 1011 size iniall enouigh to avoi(i fluIx

flow instabilities re(llii~res values of' .1, approaching 100 kA /cin. Near the start of this
contract we demonost rat ed the abilitv to fabricate Nb/ A10 1 /.Nb triiavers having this
ranige of 1,s and to us~e these trilavers its part of a complete cauclit, fabrication

I echucogy to make ,o~itices iising t parallel biased p inct ious having power levels in the

I p XV range. This wvork was presf~itcd at the 1990 Applied Superconductivity conference

The array diesign used iii ou~r souirces inctcrporates the junculos ~I' a long nilobiumn

TIlicrostrip. At frequencies approiachnilg thet vap. the losses In this inicrostrip become
significant .An accurate mlet hod of mleasurang these losses in the submillinmeter wave
range is needed to measure the loss in Nb and other potential stripline material as part

of materials fabrication development. Alho ani accurate measure of the loss is needed in
assessing the operation of the array source in order to compare the measured power
from the source with that predicted. Suich a technique was developed as part of this

contract. Here single junctions were i'ncorpo-ated in series with a microstrip resonator
made of the material whose loss was to be measured. The junction. which was
resistively shunted, acted as both the generator and detector of the submillimeter wave
radiation in the uiicrostrip. The amplitude and frequency of the resonance can be
determined from the perturbation to the junction's I-V curve. This gives both the real
and imaginary parts of the micro-itrip impedanice. These results were published in 1991
[2] and appear in detail in appendix B.

li work under pievious contracts anld that of Ref. [1), Junctions of the oscillator
array were placedl ai wavolength intervals alon~g the m~icrostrip. This -(quasi-lurnped'

(iosign preservedi ýhe correct phase relationship amiong the junctions to enlsure. stable in-
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phase locking. However, the large amount of mniciostrip required would be both too

lossy and take lip too much space for higher power arrays. As a result of simulations, it

was found that groups of junctions covering about 1/4 wavelength could be placed at

each half wavelength interval. A small "distributed" array based on this design was

fabricated and tested. It showed fully coherent operation, demonstrating that the

concept worked as predicted. These results were presented at the 1992 Applied

Superconductivity Conference [31 and are described in detail in appendix C.

An important feature of any source is its linewidth. Theoretical analysis

indicated that the contemplated high power subrnillimeter wave 'sources would have

linewidths of around 10kHz. which is sufficiently narrow for a wide range of

applications. These theories had, however. only been tested in lumped arrays in the

microwave range since the submillimeter wave sources used on-chip detectors. Work

under this contract was therefore carried out to directly measure the linewidth of the

array described above (App. C). Two distributed arrays of 10 junctions each. along

with an SIS mixer. were fabricated on a single chip forming a combined source-receiver.

The mixing product. with an IF of about 10GHz. was coupled out of the crvostat to a

spectrumn analyzer. The linewidth was measured as a function of temperature from 1.5

to 4.2K and found to be within 30% of the theoretical prediction. This result, which

was published :n 1993 [41 and is described in detail in appendix D. gives strong support

to the analysis used to predict the linewidth anticipated from the proposed high power

arrays.

Arrays with more that 1 mXV of power would contain thousands of junctions each

requiring a bias current of tens of milliamps. For the arrays described above, the

junctions were biased in parallel so that. for an N junctions array, the bias current

would be N times the bias current of a single junction. This arrangement was clearly

impractical for very large arrays although it had the advantage of permitting a greater

scatter in the junction parameters i. e. I, and R. An important part of this contact

was. therefore, the demonstration that. successful operation could be achieved in arrays

in which the junctions were biased in series so the total bias current was equal to that of

a single junction. We designed such an Lrrav. based on the quasi-lumped design, which

was fabricated at IBM using the newly developed PARTS technology. Since this array

was a small part of a much larger wafer, the values of .J, and R were dictated by the

requirements of other circuits and were far from optimal for our sources so that we were

only able to design for a power level of 1 jiW. The r'esulting 100 junction array.

however, worked perfectly delivering tie l p" of power to a 50,Q load on-chip at
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300GHz. This was the first demonstration that the series biased design would in fact

perform as predicted. These results were presented at the 1992 Applied

Superconductivity Conference [5] and are described in detail in appendix E.

The final phase of our work under this contract was to attempt to combine these

various developments to demonstrate a submillimeter wave source with 100yW of

power. This 500 junction source was designed using the distributed array concept

demonstrated above (App. C). It was also fabricated at IBM using the PARTS process-

-in fact it was the very last circuit fabricated before the line was shut down as part of

the IBM retrenchment. This time. howex ,r, we were able to include the source as part

of a wafer with design parameter much closer to the ideal. The resulting source again

operated as predicted. A maximum power of 47MW was delivered to a 68 Q load on-

chip at 394GHz with as much as 10,tW (still higher than any other report for a

Josephson effect source) observed at 500 GHz. The factor of two difference between the

designed and measured power is accounted for since the actual values of J, and R,, for

the fabricated wafer differed somewhat from those expected. Using the measure(!

junction parameters. the observed power demonstrated fully coherent operation of the

source so we declare the test to be a success. Various aspfcts of this work were

presented at the 1993 Terahertz Technology Conference at UCLA [6j and at the 1993

ISEC in Boulder [71 (appendixes F and G respectively) and have recently been

published in Applied Physics Letters ['8. This work is presented in detail in App. H.

Two Ph. D. theses resulted from work under this contract: "High Frequency

Wave Sources Using Josephson -Junction Arrays" by Kelin Wan in 1991 and

"Development and Application of Josephson Junctions as Submillimeter Wave Sources"

by Baokang Bi in 1993.
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non-cuaiformity and cyclability chi lsrueritc of this
AIRS2ACTtechnology. in this paper, we report out rocent results on

similar arrayi; with Au-'ehunted Nb/AlOjN~b junctions ,
Niobium Josephson effec ramy oscfLUtors have been along with the fabrication details and characteristic of the all

fabricated Lod tosted. These devices deliver about 1 iMW of re~actry Nb/Al~x/N~b junctions. Meuuiraments on the
power, in the submIllimeter wave range, to 20-60 fl load surface impedance of the niobium Eims . usting a resonator
resistors. The preent upper frequency Limit of about 500 G~s driven by a resistively shunted Josephson juinction source ,are
appears to be set by losses in the superconducting micacetrip. also daScu5ed..
Data on the submillimeter wave m-uiae impedance of the
niobium uicrstrip and detail of thit tnjlaer junction
processing, which pi m value of V% as 2K up to 800 mV, will -Mb/Aj~r/Nb TMML flYNCTIO2NS

INTOT)ICTONJunctions were fabricated as outlined below amin the
TTsucceastVl ntiobium inlayer technology (with some ocal

The interest in submillimeter wave geneastion uzing vwauitons) which has been developed .ztenvely during the
Josephson junctions Lnd Josephson junction amy hasm last de,-4de.14-9
increAsed in the part few years because of the posasibility of The "s'sm used for the Nb/Al~s/?rb deposition in the
using them uj local oscillators for SIS miws. in present wcork comssted of multiple sources including a DC
communication. &and radio-wsronomical observutionatet., due maguetron sputtering Vun for Nb deposition and a AF inverted
to the scarcty of other solid state source in this frequency cylindrical sputtering gun for Al deposition. The system was
rang5e. A aoeerphsojnctisn ao &voltage control oscallsor croup.having abs rsseblwW ' or h

junctionamplas were mounted on a water cooled, rotating stage which(VCIwihte potentia for wide tuzab hty and a fast tuning could be moved over the vaious sources. The distancraste. Three ty'po of Josephson affect oedollhtor havebee between the sample and the target was approxmsately 5 inches.
demonstrated ,namely, the resonant fluoms osallatee 4 the This rutsher large spacing was nsed ,along with cooling water,

os Iao a d$ to ensure the substrate temperature did not rise durn theCox flow Osiltr.adsaljnto ry~ h m dmnositos and also to reduce the stres in the %iMsW found
two typo use long Josephson junctions wsl'I the juhtprvninncstteionn dsn dpstinws ua
"d rmeson much ltger than the Josephson penctration deptis. to obtaa hig qu ality junctions.
In this Paper, we will focus on the small junctionaa.

To overcome the disadvantages of a single ýZuc The Nbl'Alu ~lib tnlayer sintwase was patterned by
source, such as low impedance. low output power level. Led mean of lIft-off usnag a PMMA-AB-PMMA 5,1.-leve maske
large lnewidth., an arry having a large stumber (K) oif rather than the wore conviritional method of etching a

levl o unformly coatv.- s"ibtriste The lift-off method kept the filmjunctions, A of which anVu49reas mlyd!Te L small. :eduoig the stress as the film Thiis was speciallyoutput power CVofsuch an amy into a matched loa important for high quality small area junctions. The tn-level
increases as 14, while the Uinewidth of the radiation emittud mak. instead of sing!* level msask, provded a better tapered
from array decreases at east as 11N. Ti, treat the amy. as edgprofile than thsage 1 u.
lumped circuit, all of tat junctions an the array should beTh N~bMAth4n tri~lael mstrcirews. eb
placed within about one agbtk oC a wavelength. Thust sequential deposition in the same chamberm. The Nb base
number of junctions as limitled by the mnmum MIPaa
between juzctions (about 1 0 Mim to substantially IM thsan the electrodsi was aboait 1000 1. The Al vaned franm 10 A to 400
opttmum number of junction~s. 1i'o circumvent this problem. A.Mn the Nrb conuta~ electrode was about 6001.
the concept ofsa distributed amrywa isemtrducLI.4 gas, 411 vaporationf rates fou niobium sAd aluminum were 7-4 A/sec
junctions ame placed one4 wavelength aparn so that, as the
operating frequency, the array looks like a lumped weaWL and 2.5-3 A/see rospectively. The tnane Umaxe was formed

1-0 by thermial oxidlation of the Al. Several means af ojodlaticiaPreviously . wre have demonstrated that distributed arrs7 including flowing oxygen gas controLled by mass flow
of Josephson junctons having 40 junC11ons Could deliver IT? coatrouler. oxrYgC!n plaMsm, and 10 % of 01 mixed With 90 % Of

sWof power onto 20-100 nI load resistors an the frequency Ai, were :nea. It was k~ und that the partial pressure ofrange of 360 GHs to 450 Gl~s. The upper limit was set by the oxygen determines the orcde thicknes if the oioidatao tIsme is
onset of the airge Iccies in the lead alloy supercooducting ko ept constant. 7 a vajy the critical cuonsut density, the
microstrip. Those arrayo were made of Cu-shunted ledacy
tuZNut juncuaors Land sailfered from the ui.ual problems of Pressiure Of the Oxygen -Ws Ozed at 5 mTorr and the oxodation"tMe was vrLne froin severail mnustes up to one bout. Tkis

gavecntica current densitiesvaryng,as shown is Fg s..
V~ucrp eceived September 24, 100 from s~everal hundred to about 50 hA/cm), where the gap

MiO~s~ript1,o9ta nf the uliction was reduced to about 2.5 roV

(ItI.i41MMOI~D.33393011 (in in oa iEEE
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been shown by X-ray photoemisroon spectroscopy and

a uodtzatjon spect.roscopy , tat on)y part of the Al, 3.e.,
about --10 X, is oxidci"ed The etra Layer of uanoxidtzed A]

,-can cause a reduction in the junction qualty. 10-3 To examincthis, the thickness of AJ was varied systent-ticalii, and the
,,, dependence of the Juncuon quality, V., on the thJickness of A]

-} C was measured (Fig. 2) The Junction qualty, as measured* both by V. and thes sharpness of the gap, is a maxmum for 15
. of Al, decreazg steadily for both retter and leser-.- ,,, J AC:... thicknesses These results are consistent with those obtained

~ L __ __ ___ __ __ __ by Euggins and Gurvitch. 10(a) C 7 B I .I C , ) 2 4 90 0 9 00

6 0 o oxygen pressure: 5 rnTorr.
oxidationtime 30rm .

45 - ,~-600 600
4.5 E C5 />

E
E 30 _ e = 

3 0 0  
306

> 0
_ _ _ __,_0 ,, * Oo oc L) 0 80 160, 240 3200.0 0C . (M A, dA A

C 117 350 525 700 di (A)
(b) N-g)2. Dependence of the junction quahty parameter, V.,and the transition width of the gap, AVmeamred at 2K,

Ftg.l. (a) Je vs. oxidation time,ta1 , the iert shows the on the Al thWcknea.
vanatuon of VN with tLz; (b) I-V characteistic of a high
qualbty junction with Vw8OO mV; the insert shows the
I-V charactenstic of junction with high critical currentdensity showing the gap voltage above 2.5 mV. For us i J j arY oscill£ators, the

2
junctions ano quired to have a sall (•c • •CIcRJ/C) Lad

The pattern of the junction counter electrode was defined an --V ewsiregt•stc that is non hysteresc. Thi was
by electron beam lithography using a single layer PMMA mask achieved usng a gold shuet ratistor with a 30 to 50 A Cr
with a thickness from 5000 X to I in , dependinig on the ase underlayer for ulhesion, as showm schematically m Fg.3a
of the junction needed. The sample was etched by reactive
ion etching (PIE) with CFt gas mixed with 15 % of oxygen
1200 A of SiO was then deposited through the same mask to
form an insulating layer, isolating the counter electrode.
Dutng the SiO depositioc, the &amples were tilted about 20 ....'
degrees and rotated so that the edges of the junction counter 77 7T'T ,
electrode could be fullv covered and a uniform SiO Layer _ ___;______
formed A ntiobium wiring lay was deposited at the same
rate as the Nb for the trilayer. Before the wirindeposiutco,
the surface of the counter electrode was cleaned by a RT A 2 (plasma for 5-7 minutes to remove the Nb oxide. (a)

900
2.Cha~r~cerrzation EWVAU.• LCOW"

The I-V charactestics of the Nb/A]Oz/Nb junctions show
that the junctions can be of high qualty mcuhdin hig N 0 C
high gap voltage, and a narrow gap transition width F!g.1b
shows the I-V cwrve of a junction with the optimized
fabncatioon parameter usng 15 A A] Lad oxidation time of 30 > 300
minutes Thks gave a V. of about 800 mV and Je of 1500A/c= at 2 K The inser of Figi.b shows the I-V curve for a (b)
junction witi' high critical current densuty (40 k.A/cn2).
Although the juanicon hs large subgap leakage, its gap is stil
above 2.5 mN' JunctionE with high cntical current density ae 0most desirable fo: Josephson eftect osdllators, while the C 350 70CD 1050 240leakage is not important since the junctions are to be A 4A)
r th;suhvejy shunted n any c oae gfg.3. (a) Scbematic of the Au-shunted Nb/A]O:/Nb

Alth•ough seve~ra tens of A of Al Were geMeMU yvtused to junction, (b) I-V curve of the Au--fcumted Nb juncuon,UI.Ake sure the nuobluz. surface wa5 wel] covered by Al, it had the inser is the eqmwalent circuit of the yunrcion
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Typically, 300 1of A u was used, gzi ri a zesistanict about 1 ýl The crtia Cnirmet and the shu~nted resistance of the
per square. Fig .3b also o e o -V cnaractmusucs of the jaziCtiofli used for these arrays were 0.5'-1 mA azd 0.5 to 0.7

Au-shuted NbMO z/N untine Iln wihieeqv il, respeictively, giving the lcR. product of about 500 g~V, andAu-4unte Nb/l~z jnctin alng ith 3 eqivalnt c-c< 1, the I-V curve of the array is non hys-teresuc. Thecici.The junctions used in the subnmill~meter wave gesrsr amyv uong Nb/AJO/;Nb juntctoios generally operate over aare~3 ~ suntd b anappoinatey 2jmalon =5553 much wider fr-equency rage, from 100 GEN to ablove 500 GEz,
The critcal currents of the junctions var-y from 0.5 mA Wo I Sad exhibited increued cyclibilit land parameter uniformity.
MA. The specific capa~citanice .c , of the r-inctions u-u The arrays can deliver a power ofabout I iAW to 20-60 Qi
deterituned from the zero field step (ZFS), givnngc ".40 load itonsnas seenin Fig. 4b, aho"u~ the power to the load
M/im3 The inductance of the junction shunt resitor loop was vs. fvreuency u the array bias is vaned- The powei: level was

m mantittd to be about L - 0.1 pfl. These parameters ame mall detezinited by using the Josephsona junctio detector by
enough for stable operation of the submillimetor wave 311LuuzIn g the amplitude of the fims Shasru step. 80The
sestmtor (i.e., Act D1 =2 rLI/ýO< <). insert of Nlg. 4b ahows the dmals of this power a.aUwo. nea

250 GEi& Out c=an se ta the power vanies with a periodicity
of asbout CS5 GHs which correspondsn to Z/24. where iiand 4 are

NhIAiOz/Nb JUYCTION' AR-RAY5 the phiase veloicity and the total length of the array. As can be
siam appreciable power is obtained from the arry, not only at

The design of Nb/AlOz/Nb junction arry, shown designed frequency s-s and v012 ,(where the junctions are
schieniasicaily in Fig. 4a., ia simlar to that of the lead aLloy tpaced by A land A/2, respectivelyr) but also over a wide range
jisnction amys , which were discussed in detail in our previous

8-6 ~~of frequenaaessasitiy*n fe -n E/24 (nan integer). A theory
worls. Because of the non-uniformty of the juncltion fo this broad bland opematon has yet to be worked out.~caiil c~rent anud the shunt resistance ( about 10%) , a We havre not yet made a direct mneasurement of the
parallel bilasting sc~heme , which compensates, to the fnirt orer lnewidth of the radiation from this array. The RSJ anlyms
6irsh vaiation, wu still u~sed . All of the junctions are which ae inthiin a factor of two with the measured
rplaced to be one wavelength apart (about 350 iti) as 350 GHxz.i
A resistor (about 20 () is piaxedat one end of theaLrry to linewidth for parallel amryiin the microwave range ,was
simulatte the load.. The rfctinrent flowin g through the load used to estimaste the lineidith, for these submill meter arrays.
resilsor is monitored by a detector Josephson junction placed The Linewdth of the radliation at s-5 is thus estimated to be 80
as one end of the load resistor. The array and load am Krz M t 2 K, and 130 Kaz at 4.2 K, respectvivey from the

rounded. by unng a quarter-wavelengtb mirrostrip. Direct meaured daCimti~al resistance based on this lumped nrcms
grounding (miarostrip Line shorted to the ground plane) hu stsss

also bee tried with similar results.

_____ - b Fig.s. Schemati11c Of tVie resonator driven by a Josiephson
___________________junction source u used for surface, impedance

~1 measuzmemeti

(a) v sit - i iiafo luinciiorls A~SSSTANCE OF TH!E MICROSTRIP

IS In order t3 measure the phazse veiocity land loss of thus
superconductins, mianostnp in the submillimeter wave irange, a

- 25 0mianstrip resonator which uses a Jokepheon junction as both
- the source ant' detector bast beft developed- The schiem~axic of

1 0 ~this resormwr is shown in Fig.S. Our approach difers

some'wlat, from prievious measurremeu "-"a this type in thai
- a meiastively shunted Junction has been used in the resionaltor.
6 In the absence of vjcurrients flowin~g in the risonativ, the I-V

*cuirve of the ýMcson is give anaIyically by the Well knowars
- ~junction act as a hi ~h impedance trainsimission line, which if

* properly sLerMinased, simply causes a slight Abaft in the L111211
A rmsAnZCe

0 0 1 The rfc~rtseiu which flow in the miaostnvp when the
0 100 iJ1 I 00 500 wavelcxiop A 2 4 where t a the length of the resonator, act

(b) As. a pertuxrbation on the R-SJ solution The junction's
characterstiz frequency, given by its l,Rj product, is selecteid
to be near or below the fiequencies of niuemet. For these

F~g.4(a) Schematic of the pa,"~el bia~sed distributed conditions, the wedl established perturlusuon apt -~h &gris
An9sy The mrnctions (x are piacro at 350 "im intervals very well with direct computer simulations. The .. nzsion~s
along the serpentine micr(ostri T hei load iesisior and repos is thus well characterzed &and easy to LLaly-.e. The
detector junrction are ihown in ihe upper elt rlie dashed mizing of Josephson oscillations; in the junc-tion with lihe '
lines show the erient of the ground plane unider th tricrostisp ctirrenti pnroducel a shift iin the bias current
microstirp. (b) Power vi ýrre.,uenirv the uscri isth required for a given operating frequency or vojtiate- This shift
expansion near 260 Gliz ic trig a Pwrncutciry of abu His8 ppven by 61 - conui RL lI/Z) whiere Z is L!: 7-f loop
4.5 C a1. impowdance of the structure shown :a Fig 5 Thus the difference
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bmweez the junction's bias currntst with amd without the 3 C.S LeIe and S.E Schwanz, "AMt~tua Phaae-4ockning in
atirzostrip resonanuce 16 just a resonant peak as shown in Fag.6 Series ArrasY Of Josephson 1=%tel Junctions at
Here the data with the best fit P.3 batc~kpound oubtra--ted £Ie Mliee aeFeuny'J ja At.6,45
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Josephson-Junction Driven Submillimeter
Wave Microstrip Resonator

Baokang Bi, K. Wan, Wenxing Zhang, Siyuan Han, and James E. Lukens

Abstract-A microstrip resonator driven b) a resistively microstrip resonator, as shown in Fig. 1. This enables us to
shunted Josephson junction has been used for submillimeter measure both the surface resistance R, defined as the resis-
wave surface resistance measurements to about 400 GHz. A tance per square, and the relative dielectric constant f, in this
simple, analytical analysis of the resonator induced structure in
the junction's I-I characteristic gives the reson2tor surface frequency range. The interaction of the RSJ with the res-
resistance in the range of 2-160 mg with an accuracy of better onator shows up as a bump (see Fig. 2(c)) on the smooth
than 300o. I- V cuire of the unperturbed junction and can easily be

1. INTRODUCTION calculated by using either numerical analysis or perturbation

THE DEVELOPMENT of thin film devices in the submil- analysis [7] starting from the analytical RSJ I- V cuire. The
-limeter wave range has become an active research area. resonance due to the coupling between the RSJ and the

a. i mterwav rage as ecoe a aciveresarc ara, resonator has two main features. The first feature is the

leading to the need to understand the physical properties, center re so t re u n f hic h dpn s on athe i e

such as the surface resistance and of materials in this fre- materi used. The sencond one the ridth coric

quency range. Belo•k about 200 GHz, resonant cavities cou- aelusdThscodneitersnntwthrQ
puec rosolidstange. (eo., autn) 200illatorsareusonan cities c factor, which is related to the loss in the system. By using the
pled to solid state (e.g., Gunn) oscillators are useful for these RSJ as both the submillimeter wase source and the detector,Smeasurements. sshtle for f • l THz. infrared techniques both of these. t,•o features can be readily~ obtained from the

-- become available For intermediate frequencies, due to the bohf eStofaurscneradlotiedrmtebecoe aailbleForintrmeiatefreuenies du tothe junctions's dc I- V curve. Therefore, the values of R, and

lack of suitable sources, surface resistance measurements
i , can be extracted. Other advantages of using the RSJ, such

have proven more diccult. One choice for these frequencies as a smooth /- V background curse and continuously tunable
is to use superconducting Josephson junction oscillators. The operating frequency, are also important considerations for its
Josephson junction is a natural voltage controlled oscillator, choice.

with an oscillation frequenct related to its dc bias ,oltage b.
f = 2el'.'h = 483 GHz mV For t)pical junctions (e g , 11 DFiCt PREPARATION

Nb 'AIO, NbN oscillations are sustained to over I THz. Fig. I shovss the structure of the microstrip resonator. A
When coupled to a resonant structure, the Josephson junction patterned ground plane is deposited first The supporting StO
radiates into the resonator. \khile the resonator current inter- dielectric is then thermally evaporated in a chamber with
acts .itth the j.unction The results of this interaction are base pressure in the 10 - torn range. Finally, the microstrip
reflected in the junction dc 1-- V curve, w.hich carries the transrmssion line A.ith the RSJ at its center is fabricated. The
information about the resonator This phenomenon has been microstrip transmission line, the SiO dielectric layer. and the
studied theoretically by. e.g . Lik.harev d is ground plane form an open ended microstrip resonator. The

There are tsso useful systems, distinguished by the mode materials used for making the resonator are indicated by the
of coupling to the resonator The first one, iihich has been notation MS SiO GP. T)picall), the thickness of SiO dielec-
,sidely used, consists of a \Aeakly damped SIS junction tric d is 700 nm, and the witdth of microstrip w is 10 tim.

coupled to a parallel tpe of resonator This system has been The length of resonator I is determined by the desired
used to irnpro.e the impedance matching of SIS mixers [21 Theqlengy of resonase Ioiste b the d esired
and to measure the phase ve esin the dielectric, for exam-
and to). m uThe phaondsytem v its madeof d hielyctr amaterl pIe, I = 200 Vm for a 300-GHz fundamental resonance wkith
[3J, (4]. The second system is made of a highly damped thermally evaporated SiO dielectric. The RS~ts used here are

Josephson junction coupled to a series type of resonator The mai ly au ohuted Nb, d ie t TNb j u s , using

resonances in this latter system have beten experinental!y Nbl AIO u 'Nb trilajer technology, as given in [81 Pb-alloy

demonstrated by using point contact 15] and nuicrohridge (6] b J,'btiae eholga ie n()Mlo
junctions are also used occasionally and are described in [9]

junctions. One import•ant design parameter of the RSJ is its I1R,
in this paper, kc report %ork on deseloping a resistively prto!uct, \here 1, is the critical current and R is the shunt

Sshunted Josephon junctI~On IRSJ) drisen submillimeter 'ave resistance The spectrum of Josephson oscillations is rich in

higher order harrmonics 171 when the bias voltage is lo,

_.Anuuripi eed Jul, I'. 1 }. 19Q) T- r , rop r- ed in r,, by ( V' < I,. R )). To ensure monoch-romatic Joephson oscilla-
S)IO (.]iST throkgh RAID . Lhe Conont urn fop Supetr-nic.jnj ile. tron tion, 1,R, should be smaller then the designed resonant
ILI thte Off, r (,f Naiai ReArh Arid h! DARPA frequenLy, , R) < hfo -2e. On the other hind, the junction,.

The ALOO~TS VC *ith the [Depanr'erni of Phý,,%Sti 51- n,. t\4 R1Aht
N t Sl it, tn Bicwk, Sion\ Rttk, NY I I resistance R. should be kept snial! for the purposes of both

Iftý L,,; N vi9o101"43 r,!ducing the resonator loss and suppre,,ing the subhap struc,

Ii"l •2"9 QiSl (n t I "I • it I[F.
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- I TABLE I
FkaoticAmN Cowom~o'.sM *NO SIYCAi. PARAME-TZRS Of M.YSIJAL4 TtsTID

S-AMaterials Preparation Thckrsess (min 2li(mV)* a10 -m 'I at 4 .K

d Cu C-bean 150 3 39 10tO

Au ir-beAm too - 8 8a X10'
Nb DC sputtered 300 2 26 2R tO0 tat 10Ki

I mtorr Ar

- ~a3s measured by using SIS runnel junctions

Fig I Structure of microstinp rewnnator RSJ is located &It the center of
rnicrostnp I- V cur~e is Laken by using 4-tterminaJ nmeasuremnents For simplicity in numerical simulation, the microstrip res-

ondtor is replaced with a R,-L,--C, series resonant circuit,
where R, = crIZ0 represents the total loss in the microstrip
resonator. and L, =lL,/2 and C, =2/IC / i 2 are the equiva-

2 l,-nt inductance and capacitance for the resonator shown in

- - *- ~ - ~- Fig. I at the fundament~al resonance. The effect of junction
shunt capacitatice is negLcted for our sa~aples. since 0,~ a

-- -- - 2eIlR2C,/ < 0.02. Fig. 2(b) shows the high frequency
equivalent circuit [7), where the junction is modeled by a RF
oscillator with internal source resistance R J. The behavior of

(aN( this RSJ, when coupled to a resonator, can be analyz2ed in
two ways. The fundamental method is by the nimericaJ
solution of the set of differential equations describing the
circuit. In normalized units, i = 1,41, v = I//4RJ, 7

2el J ~hthese can be writen, for the electrical circuit
*shown in Fig. 2(a), as

9 Pi () + i2 (r)()

i1 (r) = ý1[7-) + sinip(ir) (2)

_____= 1:2(7)r, + $1,' 2(") + Oci 2 (r (3)

where ib is the dc bias current, it(ir) is the current flowling

(c)through the junction, '2 Mr is the current in the resonator
Ci branch. and ýo(7) = v(7) is the voltage across the junction,

Fig 2 (a) EquiýaJeni electrical circuit for a junction coupled to a res- r, = R, /R, is the normalized resistance of the resonant
onator R-L-C senes resonant circuit is used to simuivlate the rrucrohtrtp circuit. The capacitance C, and the inductance L, of reso-
resonator for theoretical calculation Nhi High frequency equi'.aicnt circuit of
(a) RSJ is nrisýArW as a RIP oscillaior %ith internal source resistance R '. nant circuit are included in the parameters 16.,=
The oscillator preduces a RF current /fin the loop tc) Comparison of 2e4,R2C,/A and 0,, = 2e4L,/h. Equation (2) is the dy-
calculated results from numnerical ana)Nsis (solid line) and perturbiation namic equation for a resistively shunted junction [11, and (3)
Lthor) (solid square) Unperturbed4 I- V corme ida~s line) is'definted as
background I- I' curie The bump in the I- V curie is due to the interaction is the differential e~quation for the resonant circuit. Equations
%ith the resonator (1)-(3) are coupled equations and, in general, can only be

solved numericailly. By taking the time average of u(r), the
dc I- V' cu.-ve of the junction is obtained. An ahternadve and

ture, which is essential to obtaining a smooth background more instructive method for understanding the b-liavior of
I- V curve. The ground plane is only about 10 um wider the RSJ is perturbation theory 17j. In this theory, the interac-
than the microstrip, so that the bias leads, placed close to the tions betsken the RS) an-I external radiation are considered
RSJ, can come off the ground plane immediately. This re- as a perturbation to the RSJ I.- V curve, which is given
duces the RF leakage through the dc bias leads to a mini- analytically by the well-knowni RSJ model [1). W~hen biased
mum. Table I summarizes the important dimensions and near the resonance, the junction oscillation produces a RF
fabricadon conditions of the materials used for making the current 1.l in the resonator (see Fig. 2(b)). This RF current
inicrostrip resonators. in turn mixes w~ith the junction oscillation. The results of this

Ill.ANAL~iSinteraction, following from the perturbation theory, are re-
Ill.ANALSISflected as an effective dc offset i., in the bias current

The microstrip resonator is characterized by the attenua-WO=-"Y )(4
tion constant cr, the wave number 0. and the characteristic i()=~Jyu 4
impedance Z, which is determined by unit length inductance where v. = V,,/ , /Re. is the nor-malized magnitude of
L and capacitance C of the microstrip transmission line, Josephson oscillation, -y is the down conversion coefficient of
4o = fL/C)t 1 . The resonator has length I and width w. mixing. and y(u,) = R., Re(]l/Z) is the real part of normal-
The thickntess of the dielectric is d. Fig. 2(a) shows the i~zed admittance for the loop shown in Fig. 2(b). The offset
equivalent electrical circuit for a RSJ coupled to a resoti ator. current i., has been normnalized to it, Within the resonant

10
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width, both -y and v, can be treated as con~stants. When the where the loop admittance yt ,) is calculated from (6) and
junction frequency is swept across the resonance, i- u has -yu,,, is simply treated as a scaling constant. The surface
a universal Lorentzian resonant shape %ith its Q determined resistance follows from (8), assuming that there are no other
only by the loop admittance. The dc i- V curve is, therefore: sources of loss in the microstrip .

i(tv) = 10(v) - i(u). (5) IV. Rf sULts

A 'ypical experimental curve from a Nb SiO Nb resonator
The first term on the right side i'(v) = (I + v.)' ' is the is shown in Fig. 3 with the junction ha%,ing IR= 151 , V.
unperturbed RSJ I-V curve, which we call the background R, = 96 mil. and the ricrostrip having 1,. w = 30 and
I- V curve. The second term on the right side is the perturba- Z0 = 10 (2. The structure appearing on the ]- V cune in
tive term. I- V curves for identical parameters have been Fig. 3(a) is due to the resonance from the microstrip res-
calculated by using both (l)-(3) and (5). As -an be seen in onator. Fig. 3(b) is the resonant peak after the background
Fig. 2(c), the resultW from these two approaches agree well i'(L') has been removed. The best fit to (4) gives Q = 54,
with each other. Permirbation theory, however, provides fo = 198 GHz, implying R, = 6.1 m(2. The effect of ther-
simple analytical results for the structure induced on the I- V mal noise is negligible for this resonance. A number of
curve by the resonator, simplify'ing the data analysis. samples, made of different materials and with different de-

For thc resonator used, an open ended miciostrip transmis- signed resonant frequencic. have been fabricated and tested.
sion line with a junction placed at the center, the loop The surface resistance values obtained from those experi-
impedance seen by the oscillator is the Fum of source ments at 4.2K are summarized in Fig. 4(a). For Nb films, the
impedance and the transmission line impedance: data were collected from seseral different resonators made

-/ with different designed frequencies and most likel, having a
Z = R) + 2Z, coth 2 (a + io3) (6) variation in R, among them. The solid line is the calculated

surface resistance of the Nb rnicrostrip transmission line bv
where Z,. the characteristic impedance of microstrip line. using the Mattis-Bardeen theory [12]. [13] with a film
can be calculated using the equation given by [10]. At thickness of I = 300 nim, a(IOK) = 2.8" 10"0- 'm -', and
resonance, the imaginary part of (6) vanishes, which gives 2.A = 2.6 mV. Presently, the experimental data coer the
resonant frequencies frequency range up to 400 GHz. Phase velocities measured

(2n - 1) ,,(•en) from Nb SiO,'Nb microstrip resonators at 4.2 K are plotted

4 = n = 1,.2. (7) in Fig. 4(b). Within this frequency range, t,, is almost
2 Iconstant. By using the average phase velocit), taking X, =

where / has been taken as the physical length of the resonator 83 nm [14] and the dielectric thickness d = 700 nm. the

since the correctinns due to the open ends are calculated to be relative dielectric constant for our thermally evaporated StO

0.1 %. vtp(t,. ) is the phase velocity, the formulation of which is calculated to be t, = 5.55 t 0.14 which is in good ag-

is given in [10] for superconducting microstrip lines. e,, greement with data published for frequencies under 100 GHz

is the effective dielectric constant and is related to the rela- [15]. The solid line in Fig. 4(b) is the phase velocity calcu-

tive dielectric constant e, by e, = (I / 2 )(e, + 1) + lated by taking f, = 5.55, Ahere the complex conductance

(1 (I2)(, r- I)(] + 12d/w) -'2[ 1]. The effect of microstrip from the Mattis-Bardeen theory is used.

dispersion on e, is negligible here. Assuming that there are V. Discussio~s
no other losses, the surface resistances per square are directly The surface resistance values obtained from the preious
related to the attenuation constant a [I I] by experiments have been attributed to conductor losses of metal

R, + R, 2 = 2 C wZ 0  (8) films forming the microstrip resonators. Howkcver. other loss
mechanisms, such as radiation loss and dielectric loss, also

S where R5 . R5 are the surface resistances of the Inicrostrip exist in the resonator. Accurate calculation of those losses in
and the ground plane, respectively. The Q of resonance can resonator is very difficult, so only estimations will be
be calculated as given. The amount of energy radiated from the open enas

I Z0 depends on the design parameters and operating frequency of
Q = - R+ _ the microstrip resonator. The radiation Q factor for a half

2 R. + aIZ wavelength resonator, such as ours, has been calculated by
i" Z( Lewin [16]. For Zo = 10 (", f = 200 GHz, d = 700 nm.

2 R + (/ (9) and f, = 5.55, one has Q, = 13 000. The loss tangent for
SiO in the submillimeter vkave range at low temperature is

The last equal sign assumes that R. = R11 = R, 2 if the not known at present. From the available data at 4.2 K and
microstrip and the ground plane are made of the same 30 GHz [171, a value of tan 6 , -- 10- 3 should be a reason-
materials, able estimate for tan6 d at several hundred gigahertz. This

For data analysis. penurbation theory is used. The reso- gives Q, = 1/tanbd =-- 1000. By using (9), the losses from
nant peak is obtained by subtracting the best fitted back- radiation and the dielectric can be expressed in terms of
ground i'(i,) from the experimental I- V curve. The attenua- surface resistance. Taking 1/w = 30, then R,., = 0.04 mra,
lion a is then extracted by fitting the resonant peak to (4), R, - 0.5 mf. Among R,., and R, the dielectric loss R,

II
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44! .. is the largest. and could be as large as 0 5 mil With those in
mind, it is sensible to conclude that the dominant loss in Fig
4(a) comes from the conductor

The smallest surface resistance thall can be measured b%
using this method is limited b,, the low• frequency voltag,
noise and by the total ;nerna losses including oscillator
shunt resistance, dielectnc loss, and radiation loss. The total

interual loss should be kept as small as possible By using a

4 .'G 4' 1, suspended ground plane, dielectric loss could be reduced to

minimum A smaller shunt resistance R < 0 5R, should

,ab also be chosen so that the loss due to the surface resistance
always dominates, as shown in Fig. 3.

The upper bound of the measurable surface resistance is
.. .. primarily determined by how well a broad resonant peak can

. be recovered from the background I- V. For the resonators

,* made of superconducting materials, when the operating fre-

-,quency f > 2• ah, the surface resistance increases dramati-

cally and the resonance is not detectable. this limits the

-- -highest usable frequency, to be about 650 GHz, if Nb is used

for the microstrip.
The remaining uncertainties of the surface resistance data

can be evaluated from known parameters. The uncertainties
-- ,, . ... of width A w/ w, and characteristic impedance Zo are about

5 and 13%, respectively, as estimated from fabrication con-
Nb) trol over the microstrip parameters. Errors of Aac/a from

data fitting are no more than 5% .n most cases, giving apFig 3. (a) Trypicaj experimental /- V curve shoLmg resonance (b) The e

resonant peak (solid square) from (a) afer background is remo.ed Solid line overall uncertainty of deduced surface resistance values of
is the best fit to perturbation theor gi.ing Q 54 about 25%.

A final remark on our experimental results is that the
surface resistance values are measured from real devices.
which have gone through a series of fabrication steps. Metal

SI : thin films nmay have fine grains, stress, and surface layers.
2 . especial!y for Nb films. All those factors tend to deteriorate

e * the RF properties of thin films. Therefore, the microstrip
resonator described here is not an ideal system for measuring
the intrinsic losses of conducting thin films unless precautions

are taken in preparing and characterizing the thin films, but is
suitable for measuring in situ physical parameters which are

iai very important for designing practical RF devices like phase-
locked submillimeter wave oscillators [7]-[9] and microstnp
transmission lines. Placing the films to be measured on a

o ,suspended ground plane would also alleviate the problems.
0 5 2Work on this t.'chnique is in progress.

"�" .. VI. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, RSJ driven submillimeter wave microstrip

0 3 1 resonators have been developed. The behavior of a RSJ
coupled to the microstrip resonator has been well character-

0 2 ized theoretically. The microstrip resonators have been used
1 00 200 300 400 -00 to measure the submillimeter surface resistance with an accu-

f GHz) racy of 25% as well on the dielectric constant up to 400
Nb GHz. This method can be readily extended to a higher

Fig 4 (a) Ex,-acted surface resistance salues of Au (diamond) from frequency range by using superconductors with a larger gap
Pb SiO'Au(I00 nm). Cu (triangle) from Pb SiO Cu(150 nm). and Nb energy 2A.
(circle) from Nb SiO N'b(300 nm) at 4 2K from 50 to 400 GHz Solid line is
the surface resistance of Nb microstrip at 4 2Kt with 2, = 2.6 mV. calcu- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
ltaed bý using Mattis-Bardeen theory. (b) Phase velocities (square) mea-
sured from Nb SjO Nb microstnp resonators at 4.2K from 50 to 4W00 Hz The authors would like to acknowledge Dr. A. K. Jain for
Solid lie is the phase velocity gisen b) Manis-. Bardeen calculation %itjth
t, = 5 55. Note sinai' curvature his valuable help in the early stage of this work.
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DISTRIBUTED JOSEPHSON JUNCTION ARRAYS AS LOCAL OSCILLATORS

Bankang Hi. S. Han, J E. Lukens. and K. Wan

Depart ment of Physi-s
SU.NY at Stony Brook. Stony Brook. NY 11794

4b_5trael - The power and linew~dth of the radiation, distributed arrays is studied here both by computer
near 250GHz, of srna;l distributed Jorsephson junction simulation and measurement on actual devices.
arram sou'rces have been measured using a single chip
integrated source and receiver. The one-dimensional II. SIMULATION
arras were of a now desian with j,,nctions placed in 1/I
ffavelengh lumps separated by one half wavelength. To optimize the design of the distributed array, we
The measured power ( .- 2 pW) and linewidth need to determine tUe junction position along the
( _' 10 MHz) for the 10 junction sources were in microstrip so that al! the junctions are strongly phase
reasonable agreement with those obtained from computer locked with a nearly constant phase with respect to the
simulations. RF current in the micmostrip. A computer simulation

has been carried out to stud)y the behavior of such an
1. INTRODUCTION array. The simulation is based on the perturbation

theory[5] of the Resistively Shunted Junction (RSJ). For
Over the last decade, Josephson junction arrays have a N junction one dimensional array, if the junctions arc7

been demonstrated to be useful for generating radiation dc biased in series, then the voltage across the rntn junc-
in the millimeter and submillimeter wave ranges[I-4]. tion can be expressed as[5,6]
The first generation of Josephson junction arrays were 2"
lumped circuits, requiring that the distkibution of mn=W 4+ a+ -& R ,. (1)
junctions should be within one-eighth of a wave length 0

a: the operating frequency. Such a requirement limits where I,. is the total RF current going through the mth
the maximum number of junctions that can be accom- junction due to all the junctions in the arrays
modated, and therefore the maximum available power N
level. The "quasi-lumped'[4] array, in which junctions I, -- JJk o Ynk(") I Cos('rk + Oirn - ak) ('2)
were placed one wave length apart. was developed to k = 1

remove this limitation. Experimental results on quasi- and w", a, and Rdm are the voltage, the down con-
lumped arrays have demonstrated their ability to deliver version coefficient and the dynamical resistance of the
higher output power to a high impedance load. mth junction respectively in the absence of interactions.
However, the design of the quasi-lumped array results in (k is the rf voltage amplitude generated by the kth junc.
a large structure, which is less compact ' and, more tion. The interactions among junctions are included in
importantly, has significant transmission line loss at high the equation through the complex mutual admittance
frequency. Y' nm with phase -v,.,. The linear component of the

phase of each junction is given by 0,,. For given
In this paper, we report an improved design for one operating voltage v = VileR,, junction parameters

dimensional Josephson junction arrays, incorporating the a and f, can be calculated[5].
concepts of both lumped and quasi-lumped arrays. In
this new design, junctions are separated into groups with For an N junction array, Eqs. 1 and 2 give a set of
an inter-group spacing of half a wave length, see Fig. 1. 2N coupled equations. To study the phase locking
This structure approximates that of the quasi-lumped behavior, these 2N equations must be sol~ed
array. However a group of junctions, which, in principle, simultaneously. Phase locking is achieved once the
can be distributed over a length up to 1/2 A, replaces voltages 0 ,, across all the junctions become equal. This
each single junction used in the previous design. This locking process can be quite complex in the type of
nes array is distributed in nature. The improved design resonant structure studied here since )',, can %art
not only reduces the internal loss, but also increases the rapidly with frequency near the operating point. The
tvailable power density since the total length of the structure, as shown in Fig. la, is typical of those studied.
array is reduced dramatically. The performance of these The total length of the array is 400pm long, about one

wave length at an operating frequency f =-300Gi.Hz
Manuscript Received August 24, 1992. The 20 junctions in the array are separated into t'Ao

Present address: Dept. of Phys., Univ. of Illinois at Urbarna. groups. The inter-junction spacing within each group is
Champaign. 10 prn, and the inter-group spacing is 2001rm, or a half

wave length at the designed frequency. The arraý is
1051.8223/93S0300 0 1993 IEEE
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terminated at the right end with a load Z, = 30 Q. In stability at 0 and Y. By applying this stability rule, one
the computer simulation, identical RSJs are &ssumed can observe from Fig. lb that the junctions located near
with normal resistance R, = 0.5t, and 1,R, = 600p%'. the RF current anti-nodes are the most stable. The
The simulation process starts with randomly given initial shaded areas indicate the unstable regions where no junc.
phases for all the junctions. The iteration proceeds until tions should be placed The existence of these les, stahl-
the phase locking condition is achieved. The simulation regions is due to the low RF current amplitude arid the
results reveal several important features of distributed less ideal phase differences both of which reduce tie
arrays. locking strength. .

A. Distributions of rf cut-rent and junction phase Ill. INTEGRATED SUBMILLIMETER
WAVE RECEIVER

The distributions of RF current and the phase
difference A6 = 0;%nchon - Or between the junction and The above simulation results outline the basic design
RF current at 320GHz (1=i.18A) are shown in Fig. lb rules for the distributed array. Arrays with the same
when all the junctions are phase locked. The horizontal parameters as those shown in Fig. la have been
axis in Fig. lb repre-ents the locations of junctions in the fabricated. To evaluate their performance. we performed
array. As expected, a strong resonance is establirhed. both RF power and radiation linewidth measurements.
The magnitude of the rf current follows the profile of a In order to measure the radiation linewidth in the
standing wave. It can be noted that there is an submillimeter wave range, we designed a prototype

Integrated Submillimeter Wave Receiver (lI SR)
schematically shown iii Fig. 2. Here two arra's. a

400 s.m Josephson effect detector and an SIS mixer are
"I integrated on a single silicon substrate. One array func-

tions as the local oscillator and pumps the SIS junction.
"-": : Load The other array, weakly coupled, serves as the signal

.1 -T4 (a) source. Both arrays have the same design parameters.
lOm 200um I The load for these arrays is the SIS mixer with a nornmal

state resistance R, between 20 to 40 Q. As sho,,n in

500 r"-

SJL IF

LO 515 Filter
250 " ,,/2

S~~(b) 2

0 "*" *". ," ..... '* jCoupling
-250 -0  0

isic

0 100 200 300 400
X(•M) Fig. 2 Schematic of Integrated Submillimeter \\a~e

Fig. I (a) The structure of the array. (b) Amplitude of Receiver.
RF ctrrent (o) and the phase difference .19 ( V ).

Fig. 2, the SIS mixer is grounded via a lower inp,.!anre
appreciable RF current (If = 203 pA) going through the ( - 0.5Q) RSJ junction. The primary function ,f this
load, i.e. a traveling wave component is also present single RSJ is to measure the rf current, therefore the rf
near the load. power, delivered to the SIS junction from the local

oscillator array. Also included on the chip are In IF
B. Stability of phase locking filter, a coupler/dc block and a dc bias network. The

characteristic impedance of the microstrip transrn,--inn
The stability of phase locking is usually measured by line is 20f2. The IF signal, coming from micr,-trip.

the range in bias current over which phase locking can be passes through the on-chip IF filter and goes to a *) !2
sustained[5]. It has been shown that this stability of SMA connector via a 500 coplanar wave guide t rINs,-
phase locking is related to the phase difference A8 tion. These impedances are chosen so that there ý, a
between the junction and the RF current[5]. Once phase reasonable impedance match between different sec: nrs
locked, the phase difference is always within 0 and vr However, no effort has been made to optimize them.
with the maximum stability at, r/2 and the least
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In order that the two arrays can be frequency tuned 300 GHz. The dash line is the expected power calculated
itdependentlY, phase locking should not exist between by assuming the in-phase operation of all the junctions.
them. One function of the small coupling capacitor in Eq.4. The effect of junction's shunt inductance on the
the microstrip is to isolate the two arrays so that the RF power measurement is estimated to be less than 13%k
me&nured locking range corresponds to only about 100, at 300GHz. The data show that the LO array delivered

0f thoir frequency difference at the 10 GHz IF frequency. full power to the load, implying that all the junctions in
The required LO power, based on the optimum pumping the distributed array oscillate coherently and in phase.
power equation from Tucker's theory(T], is

The radiation linewidth is measured by using a double
LO.0 =2, r ne•2 /•R, (3) heterodyne mixing technique. The first mixing is done

on chip using the ISWR. The first IF output. typically
where - is the LC pumping frequency and R, is the 10 to 18 GHz, is then brought out of the He dewar via
normal state resistance of the SIS junction. The semi-rigid coaxial cable. It is mixed with a Second
dimensionless variable a = e,'Lo/?h,, is a measure of the microwave LO giving the second IF at 100 MHz, which
LO power level. Assuming all the junctions are in phase, is coupled to the detectbr through an IF bandpass filter
one can estimate the power delivered to the SIS mixer as whose bandwidth varies from 1 MHz to 4 MHz. The I-V

curves of the SIS mixer junctiou are shpwn in Fig. 4.

2 ( N R*)+ R, (4) Curve a is the unpumped SIS junction. The lack of

where is the RF voltage generated by each junction. _0

This implies that a minimum of 6 junctions are needed 0,
for the lI0nW required pumping power, assuming

R) 0.50l, R,~ =25Q~ and az-2. The value of a is 15
chosen based on the assumption that, the conversion is ----- ----
on the peak of the first Bessel function J1 (a)[71. . k

The fabricated ISWR is designed to operate around
300 (;Hz. The RSJ junction area is 2 x 2 pm 2 , which 0,

requires a current density J. = 30kA/ecm2 for the
desired Ir = I mA. Low inductance (L S- 0.1 pH) Au .-
resi-ors are used for resistive shunts. For the SIS mixer, FREQo Ep ,Y(CHI)
the _RC product is designed close to 3. With. R. = 20

;Io 0 (, a Jr. = 4 kA/cm 2 is necessary for the 1 x lym2  Fig. 3 Measured Rf' power spectrum (o) from 20 junc-
Junction used. Because these current densities are quite tion LO array delivered to SIS junction biased at
different, two separate Nb/AIO/Nb tri-layers with 8mV (R,=261f) at 1.57K. Dashed line is the
different oxidation times were used The detailed Nb estimated power from Equ. 4.
jun-tion fabrication process can be found in reference 4.
In the aesign, contrary to the simulation, the junctions _0

in the array are parallel biased in order to compensate
for the non-uniformity of junction parameters. Each 10 40 T: 42K

junction section of the array can be biased
independently, .30

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 210

b
All the experiments wer. done in a u-metal and lead 0D

can shielded dewar with the sample immersed directly in 0
liquid helium. All the junctions/arrays were powered by 0 I 2 3 4

batteries with careful filtering. The output power from Vr(.V)
the 20 junction LO array was measured, using the SIS
junction biased at 8mV, where it has a resistance of Fig. 4 I-V curves of SIS with 10 junction LO array off
26 f, as the load. The Shapiro step width of the single (a) and on (b, c).
RSJ detector junction in series with the SIS junction was
used to determine the RF current through this load. apparent supercurrent in these curves is probably due to
Figure 3 shows the RF power measured at 1.57 K as a the trapped magnetic flux. Traces b and c are the
function of LO frequency. The maximum power of 1.8 pumped I-V curves when the local oscillator array was
,uW is obtained at the designed resonant frequency of operating at 210 GlIz and 312 GHz respectively. The
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quasi-particle steps can be clearly seen both below and which is supported in part by DARPA. and the Office of
above the gap voltage. When the ISWR is operating in Naval Research. The authors acknowledge the ver.
the receiver mode for the linewidth measurement, the 20 helpful discussions with A. H. Worsham and W. H.
junction LO array delivers too much power to the SIS Mallison for the devrlopment of ISWR.
mixer. To cv: down the pumping power, only 10 junc-
tions are used. 1, seems that the power coupled to the
SIS mixer at 210 GHz is stil! higher than the optimum REFERENCES
level.
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analysis will be published elsewhere.

VII. CONCLUSION-

A single chip receiver and signal source operating near
250 GHz, using Josephsorn effect array oscillators and an
SIS mixer has be_-n fabricated and tested. The IF.
coupled off the chip to a room temperature spectrum
analyzer, permitted a direct measurement of the
oscillator linewidth. The arrays were of a new design,
with junction distributed over a substantial part of a
wavelength. The measured power and linewidth were in
good agreement with those obtained from computer
simulations, implying complete in phase locking of the
sources.
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The radiation hinewidth of a phase-locked distnibuted Josephson junction array source at 250
GHz has been measured as a function of temperature using an integrated submillitmeter wave
receiver/source The measured total linewidth (including signal and local oscillator arrays,
having 10 junctions each) is 10 MHz at 1.6 K. The measured data agree, within 50%
uncertainty, with the linewidth obtained from computer simulation assuming the Nyquist noise
current spectral density generated by the junction shunt resistors.

The development of sources based on the phase-locked 2 N

arrays of Josephson junctions' 3 has reached a state where aw = Y_ R2 JS,,(0)+2a,,,,(.o)]
a useful power level3 (several MW) can be delivered to a •o/ r-i

high impedance load (20-40fl) in the submillimeter wave 2w \2 N(• • s()2~s(o] R•., (3)
range. However, measurements of the lhnewidth for these =f I SAO) (.+2a"Si(oo) I
arrays have not been made Previous measurements of the 0

radiation linewidth of phaLse-locked Josephson junction ar- where the last equal sign holds for identica; junctions. Here
rays were performed between 2 and 20 GHz1'4 on the RdAm •0/2 7)(dwV/dIA) is the dynamic resistance of the
lumped arrays, where the length. 1, of the region containing kih junction and, in general, is affected by the interactions
junctions was much smaller than the wavelength, A. The of the kth junction with other junctions in the array and
theoretically predicted dependencies of the radiation line- with the circuit, eg., by the rf current Jf going through the
width on the junction dynamic resistance and on the num- kih junction. One of the great advantages of phase-locked
ber of junctions were obiserved. The potentially much more arrays Ls that the oscillation linewidth is considerably nar-
useful array sources operating in or near the submillimeter rowed compared to the linewidth of a single junction os-
wave range, however, have a distributed structure (/>A). cillator identical to those in the array. For a lumped array,
In this letter, we report and compare simulations and meia- the linewidth can be reduced by a factor of N since the
surements of the radiation linewidth of phase-locked dis- junction's dynamic resistance Rdh can be I/N of that of a
tnbuted Josephson junction arrays operating at 250 GHz. single junction.4 In a distributed array, however, th s sirm-

The radiation linewidth of a single resistively shunted pie relation may not hold since I1f can vary with position in
Josephson junction (RSJ) has been well studied, '5 and the the array, so RdA must in general be determined by corn-
predictions were venfied experimentally. 6 ' For a RSJ, the puter simulation.
noise is dominated by the Nyquist noise current generated We have numerically simulated the distribution of the
b) the shunt resistor R, producing a linewidth junctions' dynamic resistances for the distributed array

structures shown in Figs. I(a) and I(b). Ir these arrays,

21r 220 junctions, in two groups of 10, are coupled together

2w=7T - -- 2a'S,(woo)], (I) through a 20 Al microstrip, which is designed to be one
I= r 0) [ wavelength A long at the intended operating frequency of

300 GHz. As seen in Fig. I(b), the left end of the trans-
mission line is open, and the other end is either terminatedwhere Rd is the dynamic resistance of junction at the op- with a load (upper array), which, in this case, is a

erating point, a is the down conversion coefficient, 'Vo0i-h/ superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) mixer
2e is the flux quantum, and SI(M) and Si(tOo) are the Junction with a normal state resistance of about 30 0l, or is
current noise spectral densities at low frequencies and attheJosphsn fequncyw0,resectvel, ad ae gvenby weakly' coupied to the mixer (lower array) through a ca-
the Josephson frequency wo, respectively, and are given by pacitor. The interjunction spacing is 10 Mm, and the center
the Nyquist formula including zero point fluctuations' to center intergroup spacing is 200 pm, i.e., A/2. The RSJs

used in the arrays have resistive shunts with a designed

&V IR=: , 600 MV and R=0.9 fl. With these parameters, the
coth I (2) normalized voltage, V/IAR, is close to unity at the deiigned

wTR (Fk~ka) operating frequency. This assures that the radiation from

the RSJ is almost monochromatic, and at the same time
For an array with Njunction%, as shown in Fig I(a), the phase locking among junctions is the strongest.

there are N noise sources each of which contributes to the The computer simulation used to determine RdA ;s
linewidth. Therefore the total linewidth for a phase-locked based on a periurbation theory' where the phase-locking rf
array, assuming these noise sources are incoherent, can be current through a junction in the microstrip is treated as a
written as perturbation to the analytical solution of the RSJ model.

2745 Appi Phys Let 62 (22). 31 May 1993 0003-6951/013222745-0350600 1993 k.,nerican Institute of Physics 2745
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FIG I (a) Structure of'distributed .Josephson junction array designed to tringlles) %ilth only the 10 junctions nearer the mixer operating The rf
" ~have a resonance at 300 GF~z. The nglht end is terminated with a load of' current (open circles), when 20 junctions are used, is also shown

30 fl (b) 1 syout of' integrated submilhmeter wave receiver/source The

signal array (bottom) is weakly coupled to the SIS mixer The 1/r is
coupled off the chip and measured by a room-temperature spectrum an- supplies, which gave a negligible contribution to the line-
al.\zer For clarity. only the dc bias of' one section of' the parallel biased width. While the different groups of junctions could be

SSIG array is shown dashed line). biased independently, junctions within a group were biased
Sin parallel from a common source through a series of in-

•hich is denoted through superscript u. emg.. w"~(1). The rf terlocking dc superconducting quantum inte,"ference de-
current Irf is related to the junctions' oscillations through vice !tops' ' ha-,ing a high impedance at wc0. All voltage
'.he frequency dependent admittancesit Y",,(w1• . The .N leads were filtered by an 8-ms RC fiVer, whereas the high

Soscillation can be written as The power spectral density of the radiation was mea-

2 ' sured by using a double heterodyne mixing technique. The
',Jl,)="*(l)'( AoN\ aC,,,Rd,"Y,ý,,() signal from the SIG array, operating at 25.' GHz, w'as

M= -I mixed down to an IF-= 16 OH~z by the on chip Sý$ mixer,

X~o()',-t0. 4) which was pumped by the LO array oscillating at 2?40)
x co ( )•,,,÷ 8,, - • ),(4) GHz. One reason for selec:ting this relatively high IF fre-

where eA is the magnitude of the fundamental Josephson quency was to ensure that th'e interaction of the two
oscillation, and t9, is the linear component of ihe kth.iunc- weakly coupled arrays did not affect their linewidith. To
n on's phase. In order to calculate the d)namic resistance obtain the proper power level from the LO array, oniy the

R,,, of indnicliual junctions in the phi~se-locked array, the groups of 10 junctions clo-,ey" to the SiS mixer w.,ere actually
dc voltage change was determined as the bias current used The IF was coupled via coaxial ci.ble out of the cry-
through the kth junction was varied wshile holding all other- ostat where it wa.s further mixed dowa to 1 '10 ,MHz and
biases constant. In Fig. 2, the dynamic tresistances Rdk detected. An isolittor, inserted -it the top ot the cry.ostal.
(solid squares), together with the rf curtent /if (open cir- prevented signals and noise from the room-temperature
cl--),, are plotted as a function of junction position in the celrtronics froin coupling back to the .sample. The band-
array operating at a frequency such that the wavelength width of the second IF bandpass filter, I MHz for T < 2.5
A =0.8Bt As can be seen, the dynamic resistance varies from K, and 4 MHz for T> 2.5 K, determined the frequency'
junction to junction, reflecting the distributed nature of resolution in the spectrum measurements. The detected
this array. The a~erage of Rd,,=, 3'7 mf'l is slightly less than power has, in the worst case, a peak signal to background
that of Rd',/,= 54 mf'l expected from a lumped array due noise ratio larger than 5. This background noise was sub-
to the resonant structure of the are%),. Also shown in Fig. tracted from the measured spectrum. The solid circles in
2 are the calculated Rj, for both the upper (down solid Figr 3 show the measured total Iinewidth (LO arra) plus
triangles) and the lower arrays (up solid trangles) when SIG array) as a function of liquid helium bath temperature
only the group of 10 junctions nearer the mixer are biased. from 4.0 to 1.5 K.

To measure the radiation linew~idth in the submilhime- In order to accurately calculate the expected lnNinclidth.
ter wave range. we have developed an integrated submilli- one needs to know the dlýnatmic resistance of each junction
meter wave receiver/source (]ISWR/S),3 This contains two as well as the current noise spectrum. Our parallel b:as
arrays, hating the same dimensions as shown in Fig. I (a). scheme made it impossible to directly measure the d,,natmic
and one SIS mixer junction, fabricated using Nb/AIO,/Nb resistance of indiv'idual junctions. However, the d~namic
technology. The upper array serves as the local oscillator resistances of the arrays could be rmeasured and used to
(LO) and pumps the SIS mixer, the other (weakly cou- estimate the junctions' dynamic resistances based on the
pled) serves as the signal source (SIG). Ali of the junc- simulation. The dynamic resistance of the L.0 (SIG}) arra ',
tions were powered b) low noise battery operated pow.er %,aries from 65 mnl (59 mfn) at 4 2 K, to 55. ml) (40 m•} )

2746 Appl, Phy$ Lett., Vol 62, No 22. 30 May 1993 4i0 Ha0i and LukenS Z -.6
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10 line in Fig. 3 shows total linewidth calculated from Eqs.
(2) and (3) using these approximations.

* Our measured linewidths from 10 pinction distnbuted
20 arrays sources agree with those expected from the Nyquist

Z noise due to the junctions' shunts within the 50% uncer-
- - - -tainty of out comparlson. This indicates that additional

'01 noise sources such as the shot noise of tunnel currents or
.~-----coherent if noise currents coupled via the coaxial cable are

not dominate. The analysis presented can thcrefore serve as
0 3! a guide to the expected linewidths in the much larger ar-

Temnperatuie T I rays being developed as practical submillimeter sources
where, for constant array impedance, one expects Iwc I/

FIG 3 Measured radiation. linewidib (sltid cirries) as a function of N1

temperature The solid tine is the calculated total tinewidib The lorng This work has been supported in part by SDIO-IST
d&T~hed line is he coninbuiion from low frequency current noise The through the RADC, and in part by the CSE which is sup-
!hori dashed line is ihe conirthutiort fronm high frequency cirret'noifase ported in part by DARPA, and by the Office of Naval
including zero poini fluctuaiions at Josephson os~cilataion frequency Research. The authors would like to thank A. H-. Wor-

sham and W H. Mallison for their helpful discussions dur-
ing the development of ISNR

at 1.57 K,. The linewidths of the individual arrays are theni
calculated from Eq. (3) using the calculated values of RdA A K Jain,. K K Likhaie%, ) E Lukens. snd J E Sauvagesu. Phys

d- Rep 109. YN 9 1994)
shown liti Fig. 2 (b), scaled to give anl average equal to !he LA Davidson. IEEE Trans Main MAG-17, 103 (1i9tf), J E Sau-
measured paral'el dynam~c resistance. This introduces an ýagearu. A K Jain, and J IE Lukens, lot I Inf M%.IW i. 1:81
estimated uncertaintv of about 30%. for tile calculated line- (1987' M, J Lewis, D Durand. A D Smith. and P Hadle% (unpuK

width. An additional uncertainty in th.- comparison of the "' he'J). S P Benz and C I Burroughs. Appi Ph~s Lett S8. 21t~2

I qql
calculated s'-id measured linewidth is introduced bN the B Bi. S Han, J E Lukens. and K Wan. IEEE Trani April Super-
corivoluticrt of the LO and S1G linewidths during the 30i cc'nducti:'.i (to be published). K Wan. B Bi. A K Jain. L A Fetter,
cnip mixirg. The finite liniewidth of the LO array affects S Han. Wi H %lallison. and J E Lukens. IEEE Trans Magn M5AG-

27, 33Y9 (1"l)th: total line%%idtli through thle change of mixer gain, 4 A K Jain. P NI Mankaewcch, A M Kadin. R. Hf Onto, and J E
which is mainly a function of the LO power, within the Lukens, IEEE Traiis Mlagri M.AG-1. 99 ( 1i91t)
linewidth of the LO array. Around the usual applied LO 'P% H Koch. D J Van Hairlingen. and J Clarke. Phys Re% Lett 45.

pumpng pwer eve ( <the ptium L puming 2132 i 198)
pumpng owe levl w th opimum LO umpng A H Silser I E Zimmernman, and Rt A Kamper. Appi Phs~ [Litt

powei),9 the mixer conversioni gain is ro~iehly proportional 11 209 ( 190)
to the applied LO power. 10 Such a relation gives a convo- R f H Koch. D J Van H_ýrlingen, and ) Clarke. Phys Rev Lett 47.
luted linewidth equal to, the sum of the two linewidths. 1.11 (198l)

asuigLorenitzian line shapes The nonlinear gain- J E Saukage~au. Ph D thesis. SINY at SionY Brook. 1987
assumin Rt ru~ker ind \4 J Feldman Re, Meid Phý'. 57, 105ý i IQ9! i

power relation of the physical mixer could introduce an 'C A kMear Q Hu. P L Richard. A H Worrsham, D E Prciswr. and
error of about 10%7 in the cons oluted linewidth. The solid A V Rai'.anen. Appl Phi~s Leti 57. 2481 (1990)
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COMPLETE PHASE-LOCKING IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL SERIES
BIASED JOSEPHSON-JUNCTION ARRAY

Siyuan Han, A. H. Worsham, and J. E. Lukens
Department of Physics
SUNY at Stony Brook

Stony Brook, NY 11794

Abstract-The rf power at .- 300 GHz coupled to a
52 fl load by a one-dimensional dc series biased o
Josephson junction array has been measured using an on- 1/4 wave stub \
chip Josephson detector, 'rom the measured rf power ____.___ ._____
and dc voltage levels we conclude that th.- 100 junctions &),
in this 1D array were locked in-phase. The effects of the
finite inductance, associated with the junction's shunt
resistor, on array's output power and detector's current-
voltage characteristics are also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION -

U

Phb&z locked Josephson junction arrays have many
advantages over single junction oscillators as millimeter

6and submillimeter sources. Compared to a single
junction of shunt resistance R. and characteristic voltage

S~/S~V, = IR, where IC is critical current, a one-dimensional

(ID) rf series array of total resistance R, consisting of N
junctions, each having the same characteristic voltage Vc __""____

as that of the single junction, is expected to increase the
rf .)ower delivered to a matched load RL = R, by N 2  detector's dc
times, and to reduce the radiation linewidth by a factor bias leads
of N2 while preserving the rapid tuiing spieed of the
sirgle junction source (1-3]. All of these properties of the Fig. 1. Schematic of the 100-junction series biased ID
ID array have been experimentally demonstrated array (x represents the Josephson junction).
recently [4-7] in arrays having several tens of junctions.
For example, the rf power delivered to a 60 fl load at
350 GHz was observed to be equal to the maximum since it requires much lower bias currents [9] and permits
expected power of a completely phase locked array [4]. the tue of various shunting schemes for line-width
(Recently published results of computer simulations of reduction. Here, we report new results on a ID array of
ID arrays [8] showing a maximum power far less than series dc biased junctions which was fabricated at IBM
the coherent sum of the powers from the individual by the Consortium for Superconducting Electronics
junctions are not applicable to our work, since these (CSE) using the Planarized All-Refractory Technology
simulations did not include any phase-locking inter- for low-Te Superconductivity (PARTS) developed by
actions among the junctions.) Ketchen et. al [10]. This new technology produced a

100-junction 1D array with a spread in Ic of about
II. EXPERIMENT + 3%.

For the experimental results referred to above, the This 100-junction ID array was designed to test both
scatter in the junction parameters within the arrays the long standing predictions for phase-locking with
made it necessary to use a parallel dc bias scheme to series bias and whether the current fabrication
achieve phase locking in these rf series arrays [4,5]. Our technology for Nb based Josephson junctions could
simulations show that, for example, a scatter in Ic of provide adequate junction uniformity for complete phase
lem than ± 7% is required to achieve phase locking with locking. As seen in the schematic of the array in Fig. 1.
series dc biasing. Series biasing is never-the-less desirable the junctions are placed at intervals of A0 = 370 pm

along a 20 fl serpentine microstrip transmission line.
Both ends of the transmission line are terminated by

hianuiscript received August 24. 1992. quarter wave (AO/4) stubs. The detector juncti,,n has

I051-8223/93S03.00 1993 IEE
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the same nominal critical current and shunt resistance as from the size of the current step (n=1 Shapiro step) is
the junctions in the array. For such an array of ideal 1,f = 93 pA. The value of RL -= 52 02. as determined
resistively shunted junctions operated at frequency from the IVC of the load resistor, thus gives the rf power
f.z. vP/AO, where v. is the phase velocity of the delivered to the load resistor as 0,22 uW.
transmission line, the maximum power delivered to a
resistive loAd RL is

7251

(NVJ=RL 725
(+) 6 75 I

where R, = NRj if all the junctions are identical. Eq. 1 > /
;S exa, ornly !or average dc bia.. voltages of e&ch ,,.625 .. . .
junction V = V.,. >

The power delivered to the load RL is measured by 575-
the amplitude of the constant voltage step in the // "
detector's dc current-voltage characteristics (IVC). The 525
critical current is measured from the IVCs of the array 325 350 375 400 425 450
to be 80 uA at - 1.4 K. The total resistance of the I (pA)
array R, = 162 i is measured from the IVC with the
Jo'sephson current completely suppressed by applying a Fig. 3. Detector junction's IVC with array biased it
r. ignetic field, giving the mean shunt resistance per Varrou=62.4 mV (solid line) and array off
junction Rj = 1.62 Q2. The damping parameter (dashed line).
,3, _= 2jrVCRjC/4t of the junctions is estimated to be
- 0.07, where C is the junction capacitance and
0 _=- h/2e is the flux quantum. The IVC/junction of The value of I r-- 93 uA iE derived using a modified

the 100 junctions in series and the IVC of the detector Resistively Shuntej Junction (RSJ) model - Resistively-
are shown in Fig. 2. These IVCs are nearly identical Inductively and Capacitively Shunted Junction (RICSJ)
showing the very good uniformity in I, and Rj among model - for the detector junction which takes into
all the junctions ( - 3%). In Fig. 3 the detector's IVC,
for the array biased at 62.4 mV, is shown to clearly

S Shunt resist or

800 . Insulation

400 ,"'Nb •N Nb

. 0 . �. 2�_b base electrode;

AlOx

-400 - (a)

-800 -
- 5 0 0 o o 1 0 0 3 0 0 5o R ,

Fig. 2. IVCs of the array and the detector. The ariay's -

voltage is shown as the total voltage divided by
the number of junctions (N=100). For clarity,
the detector's IVC (dashed line) is shifted
vertically. (b)

Fig. 4 (a) Schematics of a Rlesistivrly- Induct iý el
display a current step at 624 ± 0.2 yV, ie. at C(pacitively Shuntebd Junction (RICSJ) And tbý
Vrr0 ,oiOO0. The amplitude of the rf current derived its equivalent circuit.
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account the finite inductance associated with the external where a -=- 2-rf L,/RJ. This increase in the rf power
shunt resistor placed across the tunnel junction, coupled to the load is not hard to understand since the
According to RSJ model the size of the first Shapiro step inductor provides considerable impedance at high

~ 34 p•A) requires the detector junction be irradiated frequencies (27rf> R,/L,) hence reducing the rf power
an rf current having 200 MA amplitude, giving the rf dissipated by the junction's shunt resistor. In deriving
power coupled to the load resistor to be about 1 p"W. Eq. 2 we havw made the assumption that tunnel
However, the existence of the parasitic inductance junction's quasi-particle conductance Gp -r 1/Rj. For
associated with the shunt resistor (cf Fig. 4) the tunnel junctions in the 1D array this is justified.
substantially increases the fraction of the external rf According to Eq. 2 the rf power coupled to RL at
current flowing through the tunnel junction when the - 300 GHz should increase to 0.12 jW, still much lower
frequency f> (R,/L,)/2r'. This, in turn, increases the than the observed value.
step amplitude for a given rf amplitude (in the linear
response range). Fig. 5 shows the relationship between One of the possible explanations is that when rf

current is close to or greater than the critical current of
the junctions and the structure is resonant type. ýhe

30 perturbation approach and the lumped circuit
A approximation, which leads to Eqs. 1 and 2, is not

2.5 - adequate. It has been experimenta!l, observed and
Aconfirmed by the numerical simulation that in a ID

2.0 array the rf current through 'he array can be several
A times I due to the strong coupling between series

1. 5 Junctions embedded in a microstrip line and the
-A resonator structure of the ID array [1]. This explanation

0 0 A is supported by the resonant structure observed in the

0 o 1 D array's IVC (cf. Fig. 6).

A 0
00 01 02 03 04 05

465

Fig. 5 Size of n=l Shapiro step 1,, vs. applied rf 440 -

current amplitude 1,.f of the RS. model (open
triangles) with f <00 = 4.8 V,, , = 0.07 and the 415 /

RICSJ model (open circles) for 43L = 0.22 with /
same J and 3, where 3L -= 2 iL.I,/0o. - 390 -

365
1,1 and 1,,,p for the two different junction models based
on our numerical simulations. A more detailed analysis 240
of the RICSJ model will be published elsewhere.

500 5i50 600 650 700 750

11. DISCUSSION V/rral/100 (/ASV)

This measured rf power coupled to the load is more Fig. 6 Part of the IVC of the array showing the
than twice the value of PN' -95 nW calculated from resonant structures.
Eq, 1, using independently measured RSJ parameters.
However, Eq. 1 :a derived under the assumption that the
junctions shunt inductance L, is zero. In our sample, While the maximum measured rf power is about twice
each junction has an inductance L, - 0.9 pH in series that predicted (i.o the approximation used) we hAve a
with the shunt resistor (cf Fig. 4). Taking into account high degree of confidence in this result. In principle,
this inductance, the r" power coupled to the load would independent of the junction and array model, the totai
be increased to power dissipated by all the junctions and the load at dc

and the rf frequency should not exceed the input power
( supplied by the dc curren, bias source. As a check. wre

- / -(2) carefully measured the input power and the dc po.er
I + f/(l tRL/R.)J dissipation and always find sufficient cxcess power to

supply the rf power to the load.

--- i i
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IV. SUMMARY [8] M. Octavio, C.B. Whan, and C.J. Lobb, 'PhuL.
coherence and disorder in Josephson-junctio5

In summary, we have demonstrated that complete arrays," Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 60. pp. 766-768,
phase locking has been achieved in a enes biased ID February 1992.
array fabricated using PARTS technology. While the [9] As a example, an array of 200 Josephson junctions
design was restricted to rather low rf power due to the each having Ic = 4 mA and R, = 0.25 Q would
relatively low critical current density ( - 3 kA/cm 2) produce about 100 pW power into a 50 Q load at
which was required for the rest of the devices (e.g. dc frequencies about 500 GHz. The total bias current
SQUIDs) on the same wafer, the measured rf power would be less than 10 mA for series dc biasing and
coupled to the 52 Q load is 0.22 pW, exceeding the more than 1 A for parallel dc biasing.
maximum power expected from the array by pertur- (10] M.B. Ketchen, D. Pearson, A. Kleinsasser, C.-K.
bation analysis. This observed rf power delivered to the Hu, M. Smyth, J. Logan, K. Stawiasz, M. Jaso, K.
load, along with the excellent agreement between the Petrillo, M. Manny, S. Basavaiah, S. Brodsky, S.B.
bias voltage of the array and the frequency of the Kaplan, W.J. Gallagher, and M. Bhushan. "Sub-pm,
detected radiation, provide strong evidence for complete planarized, NL*.AIO-Nb Jostphson process for 125
in-phase locking of the junctions in this 100 junctions ID mm wafers developed in partnership with Si
array with series dc bias. technology," Appi. Phys. Lett., Vol. 59, pp. 2609.

2611, November 1991.
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As millimeter and submillimeter sources, phase-locked array of N

Josephson junctions can overcome many shortcomings of the single junction

source such as low source impedance, low output power, and large linewidth. In

recent years it has been demonstrated that small Linear arrays (N< 100) are

capable of delivering several 1sW power to a load of 10 to 60 0 in the frequency

range of -- 200 GHz to - 300 GHz with linewidth ,f/f < 5 x 10-6 [1-4]. For

many applications one would like to have higher power and narrower linewidth

which can be achieved by increasing the number of junctions deployed in the

array since the output power increase as N2 and linewidth decreases as 1/N 2 for

arrays having NR, = RL, where Rj and RL are the junction's shunt resistance and

the load resistance, respectively. There are two basic designs for the medium size

(N- 102) and large size (N- 103) linear Josephson array: the quasi-lumped array

and distributed array [4, 5]. In a quasi-lumped array the distance between two

adjacent junctions is A0 (wavelength at designed operating frequency). ;n a

distributed array a group of m junctions are closely packed together and the

distance between two adjacent groups is A0. In both types of array the junctions

are embedded in the transmission line structure which provides the long-range

high-frequency electromagnetic couplings between the junctions. This coupling is

essential to achieve mutual phase locking in the linear array. Compared to the

quasi-lumped array, the distributed array requires less space and has smaller

internal rf loss (especially as f0 approaches the superconducting gap frequency of

"- 700 GHz for Nb).

The output rf power coupled to a load RL from an linear array of N

junctions can be written as

(7NVc)2 RLPN e" (N +•)2 (1)
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when the source impedance matches to the load Eq. (1) becomes

= (tNVC) 2  (2)

where VC- IcRj is the characteristic frequency of the junction, Ic is the critical

current of the junction. -/ depends on the dc bias voltage and is usually less than

unity.

We have designed medium size (N=500) distributed array (m= 10)

oscillators for operation around 400 GHz. Each resistively shunted Nb/AIO/Nb

tunnel junction is 5.2 am2 in size and has designed parameters of Ic = 1.4 mA

(Jc = 27000 A/cm2) and Rj = 0..5 f0 which give Vc = 0.7 mV, 3c - 2r'VcRjCJ/1O

= 0.25 and /L -- 27rlcLs/4o0 - 0.8, where Cj and Ls are the shunt capacitance of

the junction and the parasitic inductance associated with the shunt resistor,

respectively. -0 is the flux quantum. The total length of the array is about 50 Ao

(at - 400 GHz). The Nb microstrip line is 250 am thick and 8 pm wide with 670

nm thermally evaporated SiO between the microstrip line and the 340 am thick

Nb ground plane. This gives Z0 = 12 f1. The designed output power to the 50 Q2

load is about .00 pW around 400 GHz.

The Nb/A1O/Nb trilayer films were made at AT&T Bell Laboratoiy and

the arrays were fabricated at IBM using the PARTS process developed by

Ketchen et. al [6]. The measured parameters of a typical single junction from

wafer #8 are Ic = 2.5 mA, Rj = 0.56 11 and Vc = 1.4 mV at 4.2 K. This

corresponding to a Jc of about 50000 A/cm 2 which is about twice of the designed

value. This results in a value of 3c • 0.56 and fL =- 1.6 which axe quite far away

from the designed value and unfavorable for phase-locking. The measured load

resistance is 62 Qt.

The output rf power to the load resistor has been measured using the on-

chip Josephson junction detectors. The amplitude of the rf current through the

detector junction is estimated by 'ompanng the size of the first Shapiro step and

the suppression of the critical current to those obtained from the numerical

simulations using measured Vo, Ic, and Rj. The estimated output rf piwer Pf is

45 ± 15 MW using the suppression of Ic and is 50 ± 25 pW using the size of the

first Shapiro step. The measured rf power is consistent with Pq = 65 pW

calculated from Eq. (1) [7]. The measurement of the output power spectrum P4A.)

is currently in progress.
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In summary, a linear Josephson effect array oscillator with series dc bias
has been designed to deliver rf power of about 100 u•W to a 50 fl load. The
measured output power to the 62 Ql load at - 400 GHz is 50 MW, lower than
designed value., due to the difference between the target critical current and that

of the sample.
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For many submillimeter wave (SMW) frequency applications it is essential to have a compact
source capable of delivering rf power in the range of 10 - 100 uW to a load around 50 fQ. The nighest rf
power measured from a Josephson effect oscillator was 7 pW at -,, 300 GHz reported by Wan et. al [1-
4]. Recently, we have obtained rf power of greater than 50 pW coupled to - CO 92 load around 400 GHz
from distributed linear Josephson arrays [4] of 500 junctions with series dc biasing.

The rf power coupled to a load RL from an completely phase-locked linear array of N Josephson
junctions can be written as

PN = -(7NVC) 2RL/[2 (NRj + RL)M] (1)

Here. Rj is the normal state resistance of each junction, Vc -=I RJ is the characteristic voltage of the
junction and Ic is the critical current. - and tc are factors of order urity which depend on the junction
parameters and array design. In general y and K must be obtained by computer simulation.

The distributed array (shown in Fig. 1) has 500 resistively shunted junctions placed along a
microstrip transmission line. Ten junctions are grouped into a lump in which two adjacent junctions are
separated by 10 uim. Adjacent lumps are separated by one wavelength at the designed operating
frequency. Load resistors and Josephson junction detectors are placed at both ends of the array. The
arrays were fabricated at IBM using PARTS technology [5] With high critical current density
(J, ;e 30 - 50 kA/cm2 ) Nb/AIO./Nb trilayers made at AT&T Bell Laboratory. 700- 800 nm of
thermally evaporated SiO was used as the dielectric between the Nb microstrip and the 300 nm Nb
ground plane. Each load resistor and detector junction has independent dc bias leads which allows us to
make four terminal meeasurement to determine their parameters. Iij is measured by suppressing the
junction'.- critical current with a magnetic field. The capacitance of the 6 Pm 2 junctions is estimated to
be - 290 fl including parasitic capacitance. The parasitic inductance L associated with the external
shunt resistor is 0.18 pH estimated from the physical dimensions of the shunt.

The coherent rf current generated by the array is measured by the detector junctions placed
after the loads. The magnitude of the n=I Shapiro step [6] is usea to obtain the amplitude of the
coherent rf current Iq through the junction and the load by fitting the measured IV curve to that of
numerical simulations using measured junction parameters. For numerical simulations, the detector
junc.icn has to be described by the Resistively-Inductively and Capacitively Shunted Junction (RICSJ)
model due to the rather large value of L Ic [7].

Five samples have been completed and tested for SMW generation. All of them have > 20 uW
coupled to a - 60 Q load around 400 GHz. The dc IV curves of a 500 junction array and its detector
junction from sample WIID8 are shown in Fig. 2. The array has an average critical current rc - 3.2 mA
and an average Rj = 0.4 fn. The detector junction has 1, -- 3.45 mA, RJ : 0.4 QI, Fig. 3 show% the
measured IV curve around the n=I Shapiro step at 1.9 K and that of the simulation using the measured
parameters above and 1 - I = mA. The measured load resistance is 68 0 for this sample tius giving
rf power 21 tfiL/2 = 50 pV at 400 Gliz. The size of the n=1 Shapiro step of sample W8F5 as a function
of array's oscillation frequency is displayed in Fig. 4. Note that the array oscillator generated usable rf
power ( > I pW) into - 60 12 over a fairly wide frequency range (300 - 450 GHz). More than 10 pW rf
power at 500 CHz has been obtained from sample WlID8.

In summary, series d. biased .500 junction distributed Jus-phson junction arrays have been
designed, fabricated and tested. The measured maximum coherent rf power coupled to a 60 Q load at
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400 GHz is greater than 50 pW. Coherent rf power above 10 pW ha also been measured at 500 GHz
from the array oscillator,
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ABSTRACT

A submillimeter wave source based on a new design using Josephson junction

arrays has been developed and tested. The maximum rf power, delivered to a 68 Q load

and detected on-chip, was 47pW at 394GHz. Significant power was detected at a

number of frequencies from 300GHz to 500GHz where the power was 10/iN\'. The

observed power at the designed operating frequency near 400GHz is consistent with all

500 junctions in the series biased array delivering current in-phase to the lads. This is

in agreement with simulations of smaller arrays of the same design. The linewidth.

inferred from the measured resistance at the point of maximum power, with T = 4.2 K. is

less than 1 MHz. The minimum inferred linewidth near 400 GHz, at somewhat lower

power, is about 100kHz.
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Maniy submillimeter wa",e (SM\I') frequency applications, such as radio astronomy

and high speed communication, require a compact SMW source capable of delivering rf

pow'er in the range of 10 -- 100 puV. For frequencies above 300 GHz, the lack of compact

sources is particularly serious requiring increasingly inefficient multiplication of

millimeter wa,'e sources. Lately there has been a substantial effort to develop Josephson

effect sources, which can work to at least 1 THz [1], for applications in the SMW [2-4].

The most promising results, recently obtained, have come from three types of sources:

long single junctions flux flow oscillators [2], various types of two dimensional arrays of

small junctions [3] and one dimensional (ID) small junction arrays [4], discussed here. In

general a power of about 1 pW is obtained from these sources, although in many cases the

source impedance is less than 1 Q. The highest rf power previously reported from a

Josephson effect oscillator has been 7 ,pW at -300GHz by Wan et. al [4] using a 1D
array. Here we report results from an improved design for Josephson SMW sources--

distributed linear arrays of 500 Josephson junctions with series dc biasing-generating an

rf power of 47 pW around 394 GHz and 10 pW at 500 GHz into an on-chip load of 6S Q.

Small resistively shunted junctions (RSJ), described by the RSJ model [5], are

characterized by a critical current I, and a shunt resistance Rp, and generate a peak rf

voltage V/=-• VC (V, I=Rj) with a source impedance Z, at the Josephson frequency.

fj = 4S3.6 GHz/rn\. For bias voltage 1'>V'.,. )-1 and Z,-,Rj. The junctions are placed

in a superconducting rnicrostrip and interact via the rf current 1,f generated in the

microstrip by the Josephson oscillations. For properly designed arrays [6] the rf voltages

across the junctions can be made to add in series. This will be true independent of the

relative polarities, along the microstrip, of the junctions' biases, i. e. the dc voltage can

sum to ,NV, (series bias) or to zero (parallel bias). The power from such an array (see

Fig. 1) is then just,

(-•.,'1 ") 2RL

K2 (,NR, + R,) 2 (1

Here N is the numb.?r of rf series elements in the array, and RL is the load impedance

seen by the array. K = 1 is the ideal case, but is in general somewhat less than unity due

to losses in the coupling structure or imperfect phase aligament of the junctionF. For 1D

arrays (Fig. la-c), N is just the number of junctions in the array. For 2D arrays (Fig.

ld) of the types so far reported, the rf current flow is ideally along rows of junctions,
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with the phase of the rf current transverse to this flow (i.e. across a column) being

constant. Equation 1 can then be applied to 2D arrays as well if one replaces N by N,.

the number of series elements (i.e. columns) in the array and Rj by Rj, the resistance of

a series element. The power from an array matched to the load, i.e. with N. ":, = RL, is

Pj =- (N.VC) 2/SRL, and can in principle be increased just by increasing N, while keeping

NRj and V, constant. This implies that 1,° oc N, and PN = RLI,,C/8.

Increasing the source power, therefore, requires increasing 1, adding together

enough series elements to match the array impedance to the load and maintaining phase

coherence throughout the array. In practice, there are two essential limitations to this

increase. First, when I,, becomes greater than several milliamps, there exists the

potential for flux flow instabilities which would dissipate power internally in both single

junctions and in the columns of 2D arrays. It is not yet clear whether there is an

advantage to ID or 2D arrays for maximizing I,, while maintaining phase stability. The

second problem, common to both 1D and 2D arrays, is that when the length of the array

becomes an appreciable fraction of the wavelength, care must be taken to maintain the

proper phase relationship between the junction oscillations and the rf current throughout

the array. This is required so that all junctions phase lock in a stable manner and

provide current to the load with the same phase. Especially for the SMXW source, this

problem must be solved to permit the use of enough junctions to obtain power levels

much above a microwatt. It is this second problem which we address in this paper.

Fully coherent ID arrays have been demonstrated using both a lumped circuit

design (Fig. la). where the array length L < A/10 [6] (A is the wavelength in the

microstrip coupling the junctions), or the so-called quasi-lumped design where the

junctions' spacing is A [4]. The number of junctions in both designs is sevetely limited in

the SMW. A maximum of about N = 10 can be used in the SMWX' for lumped arrays

made with standard fabrication technologies. For quasi-lumped arrays, losses in the

microstrip coupling the junctions as well as the larger array size are limitations. Much

denser packing can be achieved if the junctions can be distributed along the microstrip

for a significant fraction of A. Figure lc shows such a structure where gicups of At

junctions are placed at intervals of A or A/2 along the microstrip. Our computer

simulation shows that for same A' and Af arrays with A/2 inter-lump distance have a

wider tuning range.

Distributed arrays (shown in Fig. 2) of 500 junctions have been designed,
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fabricated, and tested for SMW generation. Resistively shunted Nb/AlOz/Nb tunnel

junctions are placed in groups of ten junctions (3M = 10) with adjacent junctions in the

group separated by 10 pm. Adjacent groups are separated by one wavelength at the

designed primary operating frequency of -,390 GHz. Load resistors and Josephson

junction detectors to measure the rf currents are placed at both ends of the array. The

arrays were fabricated at IBM using Planarized All-Refractory Technology for

Superconductivity [7] with high critical current density (Jc,;40-60 kA/cm')

Nb/AlO,/Nb trilayers made at AT&T Bell Laboratory. 700 nm of thermally evaporated

SiO was used as the dielectric between the Nb microstrip and the 300 nm Nb ground

plane, which was placed on top of the array. Each load resistor and detector junction has

independent dc bias leads allowing their parameters to be determined using four terminal

"measurements. Rj is measured by suppressing the junctions' critical current with a

magnetic field. The capacitance of the 6 pm 2 junctions, including parasitic capacitance.

is estimated from the geometry and the specific capacitance of 46 tF/pm 2 to be - 290 If'

. The parasitic inductance L associated with the external shunt resistor is 0.18 pH

estimated from the physical dimensions of the shunt. The junctions in the array are

biased in series using a common dc cu:rent. This requires a higher degree of junction

uniformity, but is important for larger arrays. For example, the arrays studied here

would have required a bias current of over 2 A for parallel bias instead of the 5mA

actually used.

The coherent rf current generated by the array is measured by the detector

juinctions placed after the lumped resistor loads. The magnitude of the n=l Shapiio step

[8] is used to obtain the amplitude of the coherent rf current 1, through the detector

junction and the load resistor by fitting the measured I1' curve to that of numerical

simulations using measured junction parameters. For numerical simulations, the detector

junction has to be described by the Resistively-Inductively and Capacitively Shunted

Junction model [9] due to the rather large value of LI,.

Five samples have been completed and tested for SMW generation. All delivered

more than 20IAN of rf power near 394 GHz to loads of about 65 Q?. For sample WVI1D8,

the average critical (urrent of the junctions in the array is 1, = 3.2 mA and the average

junction resistance is Ri = 0.3S Q. The detector junctions have an ,- 3.5 mA, and a

Rt = 0.38fQ. The maximnum power from the array occurs at 394 GHz, however,

significant power is available at a number of frequencies in the 300GHz to 500GHz range
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with 1OpW of power delivered to the loads at 500GHz. Figure 3 shows the measued IV

curve of a detector around the n=1 Shapiro step with the array operating at 394 GHz and

T = 1.9K. This is compared with that of the detector simulation using the measured

junction parameters and an rf current amplitude from the array of I,f = 1.18mA. The

measured total load resistance is 6811 for this sample giving an rf power,
I2,tRtL12 =-47 pW at 394 GHz. Since the total array resistance is 190Ql (the actual

junctions shunt resistors were somewhat greater than the design values) the maximum

available power from this array (into a 190 Q load) would be 64 pW at 394 GHz.

The measured power of ~50VpW at 394 GHz compares reasonably with the value

of 96pW from Eq. 1, assuming perfect alignment of the junctions' phases and no

transmission line losses (i.6. K = 1). However, K is in general always less than unity due

to imperfect phase alignment and the losses in the coupling structure (in our case, a

microstrip transmission line). The measured value Of K =47/96 :t 0.49 at 394 GHz can

be entirely accounted for by a surface resistance of 7 mQ, assuming nearly perfect phase

alignment. 0" computer simulations of an array with N = 100 but otherwise identical

in structur,2 tr, that measured indeed show a negligible phase spread among the junctions.

Although the surface resistance of the actual sample has not been measured, the value

inferred from the rf power measurement (7 mgo) is consistent with the measured surface

r-sistance at about 400 GHz in Nb/SiO/Nb microstrip resonators [101 and compares

favorably to that obtained by Cucolo et al. [11].

The second major advantage of the phase-locked array source is that the radiation

linewidth can bt. substantially reduced since the phase-locking suppresses the fiequency

modulation of the array due to the random noise sources associated with the junction

shunt resistors. The linewidth of a series array of N identical Josephson junctions is

approximately given by [6. 12, 13]:

,N n 2 (13)R d[, + 2.xcth(x)] - ~ 2

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck's constant, 410 is the magnetic flux

quantum, Rd is the dynamic resistance of an independent junction, and a : 0.42 is the

down conversion coefficient. Equation 2 requires some modification in distributed arrays,

since the strength of the locking can depend on the position of the junction. However,

direct measxirements of the linewidth [131 in a small array consisting of two groups of
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junctions separated by A/2 show that, within a factor of 2 to 3, Eq. 2 provides a reliable

estimate of Af. Using values of Rd and Rj as the average over the array, the implied
linewidth at 394 GHz is about 730kHz at T = 4.2 K decreasing to 475 kHz at 1.6K, where

x = 5.9, so zero point fluctuations dominate. The value of Rd varies with bias current
giving a minimum implied linewidth of about 100kHz at T = 4.2K near 375GHz but

with a somewhat lower power level.

In summary, 500 junction Josephson effect arrays using dc series bias and a
distributed junction layout have been designed, fabricated and tested. The measured

maximum coherent r{ power coupled to a 68 fl load at 394 GHz is 47 pWN, implying an
available power of 64 pV. An rf power of 10 pW has also been measured at 500 GHz
from the array oscillator. At 4.2 K the linewidth near 400GHz, calculated from Eq. (2)

using the measured array parameters, is less than 730 kHz.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Some typical structures for Josephson junction arrays: (a) ID Lumped array. (b)
Quasi-lumped array. (c) Distributed array. (d) 2D array. A is the wavelength at the
primary operating frequency; Ib is the dc bias current.

Fig. 2. Schematics of the N = 500, M = 10 serial biased 1D distributed Josephson
junction array for SM\\' generation.

Fig. 3. The measured IV curve (solid line) around the n = 1 Shapiro step at 798 pV of
the detector junction on sample W1lD8 under 394 GHz irradiation from the array and
the I,' curve obtained from computer simulation (solid circles) using RICSJ model. The
parameters used for the simulation are ¢ = 3.47 mA, C = 294 M, L = 0.178 pH.
Rj = 0.377 fQ, and Irf = 1.18 mA. This rf current amplitude corresponds to a power of
47 p\V in the load of 6S Q).
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